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Abstract—Nowadays, the mobile operating systems market
(Android, IOS, Windows Phone …) continues to grow. It
has become a real challenge for application vendors to provide versatile applications in this competitive market in a
short time. The challenge is even greater if the application is
planned for multiple platforms whose the operating systems
uses different technologies, namely, IOS/Objective-C environment for the Phone and the IPad, Java SDK for Android, etc. This fragmentation makes mobile application
development rather difficult and very expensive, hence the
use of cross-platform development. To address this later
different approach exist, the choice was focused on the MDA
approach whose principle is the elaboration of various UML
models.
By studying in detail various target platforms on the basis of
a set of criteria and performing a model for each criterion,
the aim of our research work is to elaborate a meta-model
from UML models realized for each platform.
Index Terms—Cross-platform development, Android, Windows Phone 7, MDA approach, IOS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Currently, in the world of new technology of information and communication, Smartphone and tablets become omnipresent. Otherwise, we cannot evoke
Smartphones without talking about mobile applications.
Propose mobile applications becomes a strategic issue for
companies, result, the mobile application market just
keeps getting bigger.
According to Gartner Research Group [1], Android is
the first mobile operating system followed by iOS and
Windows Phone with an 82.8% market share for android
and 14.6% for IOS. As to Windows phone, he resumed his
place in the mobile world with a 2.5% market share.
The diversity that exists in the mobile area, including
the large number of operating systems that use different
technologies, produces a "fragmentation". Recognizing
the importance of defragmentation and wanting to optimize the design process of mobile applications, the idea of
developing a single application that works everywhere (or
almost everywhere) became a goal that was much more
difficult to achieve - but remains as attractive as ever.
This fragmentation makes mobile application development rather difficult, hence the use of cross-platform development framework.
Several approaches exist to address the cross platform
development. In the previous paper an overview is given
on the various multiplatform development approaches that
exist in the mobile market [2], namely, Source Code
Translators, Runtime, JavaScript frameworks, Web-to-
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native wrapper, App Factory and MDA approach. Only
Web-to-native wrapper and MDA approaches allow realizing hybrid applications [3]. We made a detailed study of
these approaches in a previous article [2].
The choice of which approach to use depends on three
factors, our programming habits, the importance of having
an application that appears native and or OS that we touch
(IOS, Android ...). Aside from these factors, choosing a
model-based approach is another factor that comes to be
added to previous, as quoted by Parnas [4], abstraction has
always been a key factor to successful software engineering [5].
The Web-to-native wrapper and MDA approaches respond well to the first two factors except that the MDA
approach capitalizes on the functional of the application
regardless of the technical concerns to facilitate migration
[2]. So, much of the application code can be replaced by a
model [6].
Our research work is based on the MDA approach [2]
to achieve a cross-platform development framework targeting the leading platforms of the mobile market, namely, Android, IOS and windows phone. These mobile platforms don't work in the same way, each one has its own
language, APIs, IDEs, etc. This fragmentation makes the
development of mobile applications quite difficult and
very expensive and This can be observed at all levels,
Data Storage, software Architecture, user interface, access
to phone data, Communication between applications, …
etc.
This article is organized as follows. Section II introduces the three platforms leading mobile market. Section III is
devoted to the analysis and modeling of the basic features
of mobile platforms. Section IV is devoted to the application of MDA approach for multi-platform development.
Section V evaluates our approach. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper and proposes further work.
II.

MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEMS

This article examines the three platforms identified as
leaders in the mobile market according to Gartner Research Group, Android, IOS and Windows Phone [1].
This section introduces these platforms in terms of structure and system architecture.
A. Structure
Application components are the essential building
blocks of an Android application. Among these components, we found The main Activity class that lunches other
activities, the main view class, other activity and utility
classes, Resources like drawable (bitmaps, icons), layout
(CUI layout/content), menu (menu content), values
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(string, arrays) and xml (Preferences screen layout &
content …) and The Auto-Generated Java Files (R.java
File) that contains IDs for all resources. This file is generated to link your resource files for use in your java files in
“src” folder.
Components are coupled by the application manifest
file AndroidManifest.xml that describes each component
of the application and how they interact, specifies the
required permissions to use the application and the external APIs used by this later (eg Google Maps Library).

and the network stack), the Windows CE kernel takes
care.
Windows Phone 7 consists of two major Framework,
Silverlight and XNA. Silverlight allows developers to
create sophisticated user interfaces whereas XNA is dedicated to creating 3D and 2D games.
Windows Phone applications are written in C # and
each application contains a single frame and Pages where
the content of the application will be returned.
As android Core Libraries, WP7 provides a base class
library (BCL) which includes classes for handling text
strings, the Inputs/Outputs management, network communications, Data Access, Threading, IHM …etc.
III.

Figure 1. Android App Components

The structure of an Android application is based on
many components of different types, which are:
• Activity • Service • Content Provider • Broadcast Receiver. Applications interact via these components and its
does not necessarily consists of all four of these components, but to present a graphical user interface there has to
be at least an Activity.
Android and WP7 are similar on several points. For
both platforms, we find a manifest.xml file, XML views
with the code behind, Controls with their events, pages
with their life cycle as well as resources of all types.
As Android and windows Phone 7, IOS also has a .plist
(property list) configuration file where we define the name
of the application, the path to resources and the first page
that the user looks at when the application is launched.
Apart from this configuration file, an IOS project is also
composed of a main.m file which is the application
launcher, views represented by .xib files, source code
(Controller) in .h (Interface) and .m (Class) files, and a set
of libraries provided with the SDK.
B. System architecture
1) Android
The software architecture of Android is based on
Runtime, Linux kernel and a set of libraries accessible
through an applicative framework [9]. Applicative
Framework provides services in the form of java classes
for the runtime engine and applications and their management.
Android applications are written in Java, but they are
executed by a specific virtual machine called Dalvik.
Dalvik and Android execution engine relies on the Linux
kernel that handles the interaction with the hardware
(drivers and memory management), while a set of APIs
provides access to all the services, functions and equipment [10].
2) Windows Phone 7
Windows Phone 7 is an operating system developed by
Microsoft and based on Windows CE kernel that takes
care for all that is management of system services (security, process management and memory, hardware drivers,
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ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF THE BASIC
FEATURES OF MOBILE PLATFORMS

Technically, mobile platforms don’t work in the same
way and don’t use the same development languages, user
interface, API’s, frameworks etc. This fragmentation
makes mobile application development rather difficult and
very expensive and this can be observed at all levels:
• Data Storage
• Access to phone data (contacts, calendar, etc.)
• Communication between applications
• Access to Phone Features (Phone call, Sending SMS
and Emails, etc.)
• Protection and Security (certificate management,
Permission …)
• User Interface (GUI)
Given the large number of features, we chose the basic
features making difficult the cross-platform mobile development namely, data storage, access to phone data, Communication between applications and access to phone
features. In this section we analyze these features and we
present the models specific to each feature.
A. Data Storage
Applications can store and retrieve their data in various
ways. The solution you choose depends on your specific
needs.
1) Android
Android offers several types of storage, exploitable according to your specific needs [12]:
• The data should be private to your application or accessible to other applications.
• How much space your data requires.
We distinguish four ways to save persistent application
data [Yin, T13]:
• SharedPreferences: mechanism of configuration data
storage of an application into an xml file, this file is
useful for recording the preferences of its application.
Using this method, we can only store pair key, value.
• Internal storage: Files saved to the internal storage
can be set up to allow others to access the files.
• External storage: Files that are supposed to be shared
and/or user visible can be stored to the external storage.
• Database storage (SQLite): Android provides full
support for SQLite databases. Any databases you
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create will be accessible by name to any class in the
application, but not outside the application.

Figure 4. Ios's storage folders model

Figure 2. Android’s data storage model

2) IOS
IOS offers several data storage policy locally (APIs
available), the most important are listed below:
• Property lists: Structured data representation used by
Cocoa and Core Foundation as a convenient way to
store, organize, and access standard types of data
[14].
• SQLite: relational database based on the SQL standard (Structured Query Language) just like MySQL
and PostgreSQL. It is an excellent solution for persistent data storage on IOS devices.
• Core Data: is an Object Relational Mapping (ORM)
solutions created for IOS to bridge the gap between
SQLite and Objective-C. Core data read data from an
external source (SQLite database or XML file), by
default, the backing store for Core Data is SQLite
[15].
• Keychain: is a secure storage to keep user authentication information (IDs and passwords) on the device
in a secure and encrypted manner [16].

3) Windows Phone 7
Windows Phone 7 uses isolated storage as visible storage medium only by the application that initialized it,
making it impossible by this means sharing information
between different applications [18].
As for Android and IOS, Windows Phone 7 also uses a
local database integrated in the isolated storage [19].
For the management of data storage, the isolated storage provides two classes:
• IsolatedStorageFile: used for saving data to a file in
the app’s local folder [20]. It represents the storage
space in the isolated storage that contains the files
and folders.
• IsolatedStorageSettings : this class is used to save or
retrieve data as a key/value pair (Settings) in the isolated storage.

Figure 5. Windows phone’s data storage model

Figure 3. Ios’s data storage model

When an IOS application is installed on the IPhone, directories containing everything that the application needs
to run are created, below the main directories [17]:
• Document: contains the user documents and sharable
application data.
• Preferences : Contains the user preferences based on
a properties file mechanism (pfiles)
• Caches: contains data files that may persist between
several launches of the application.
• tmp: contains temporary files (which may be removed).
• SQLite: contains necessary libraries for managing a
SQLite database.
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To save, display or modify data permanently, without
connecting to internet, a mobile system must provide a
local database. Android, IOS and Windows Phone 7 perform this task with a relational database (Table 1).
TABLE I.
RELATIONAL DATABASES OF ANDROID, IOS AND WP7

By default, the database of each application is accessible only to the application that created it, but for Android
the Content providers provide a mechanism to manage
and share this database.
Whereas SQL commands can be executed on Android
and IOS since they use the SQLite database. For all operations on the SQL CE database, Windows Phone 7 applications use LINQ (Language Integrated Query) to SQL [19].
We are in a purely object context, no text commands
Transact-SQL type.
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B. Communication between applications
1) Android
In Android, each application is a process with its own
address space. A process can not directly invoke another
process but the kernel allows this by using the binder
driver.
Android provides a mechanism for interprocess communication (IPC) called binder, for that he modified the
linux kernel to add the binder framework that enables the
use of the RPC (remote procedure call) mechanism between client and server processes [21]. Remote procedure
calls (RPCs) RPC allows client process to call the methods of the server process as if they were local, the result is
returned to the client process after the execution (The
execution is done in the server process).
The binder framework used by android hides all the
complexity of RPC mechanism and provides APIs to
simplify the whole interprocess communication mechanism.
Android has chosen to use the binder as IPC mechanism because it has more functionality as sockets and can
perform RPC, thing that Pipes does not allow.
To communicate two processes (applications) we must
first specify an AIDL interface between client and server
processes; this is a file that contains methods shared between the client and the server. These methods represent
the entry point of a process to start communication with
another. The model of Android’s cross Applications
communication is presented in the figure 6.

Figure 6. Android’s cross Applications communication

2) Windows Phone 7
On the side of Windows Phone 7, communication between applications is extremely limited because of the
isolation of applications through the sandbox. The most
used ways to communicate is to use web services [22] as a
bridge for cross-communication or use the socket IPC
mechanism [23].

3) IOS
In IOS, communication between applications isn't done
in a straightforward manner. The only medium where the
communication is performed is when the application
communicates with the system which in turn communicates with the other application. IOS provides a form of
interprocess communication (IPC) between applications
by using the handlers protocol (URL Schemes) [24]. Other
IPC mechanisms can be used as, Distributed Objects,
XPC, AppleEvents, etc, but remains the most used.

Figure 8. IOS’s cross Applications communication

C. Access Phone Data
1) Address book
a) Android
Access to contacts (address book) in Android is done
via the Contacts Provider [25], but first of all, we need to
add in the manifest file the permission that allows us to
access contacts:
android.permission.READ_CONTACTS
android.permission.WRITE_CONTACTS
android.permission.GET_CONTACTS
The Contacts Provider is one of the components of android, he takes care of the management of the central
repository of phone data [26]. In an application you can
access the information of the Contacts Provider directly
by calling the methods of ContentResolver class, this class
allows us to [25]:
• retrieving lists of contacts [27]
• displaying the details for a particular contact
• modifying contacts using intents
b) Windows Phone 7
To access the Contacts on Windows Phone 7, we need
to add a reference to the Contacts object
(Microsoft.Phone.UserData) and make an asynchronous
search [28].
Using the ID_CAP_CONTACTS user permission is required for access to the application contact data [29].
c) IOS
IOS is based on the Contacts framework which provides Objective-C and Swift APIs to access the user's
contact information. This framework replaces the framework AddressBook [30].
2) Calendar
a) Android
To manipulate calendar data, android uses the Calendar
Provider API [31] which is the repository of user's calendar events.

Figure 7. Windows Phone’s cross Applications communication
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As for access to phone contacts, we need to add the
permissions that will allow us to do operations on the
calendar:
android.permission.READ_CALENDAR
android.permission.WRITE_CALENDAR
b) Windows Phone 7
To access calendar data on Windows Phone 7, we need
to add a reference to the Appointments object (Microsoft.Phone.UserData) and make an asynchronous
search [32] without forgetting to add the
ID_CAP_APPOINTMENTS user permission [29].
c) IOS
In IOS, the manipulation of the Calendar application
data is done via the Event Kit framework [33]. The Calendar application information is stored in the calendar database.
The following table summarizes access to phone data
(Calendar, Contacts) for Android, IOS and WP7.
TABLE II.
ACCESS PHONE DATA

TABLE III.
BASIC SENSORS

E. Other Features
Aside from the sensors (GPS, accelerometer), access to
native features like Phone call, Send SMS, Send Emails,
photo capture, etc…, also interest us. Table 4 presents the
main features.
Unlike Android and IOS, Windows Phone 7 doesn't allow direct access to the phone native functionality. The
only way is to go through Launchers and Choosers.
TABLE IV.

NATIVE FEATURES

D. Access phone features
All mobile phones (Windows Phone 7, Android, IOS
...) have different types of sensors. In this article we are
interested to the basic sensors, namely, the accelerometer
(Motion sensor) and the GPS (Position Sensor). To access
sensors available in the phone, each platform has its own
way.
1) Accelerometer
Android uses the sensor framework [34] which provides several classes and interfaces that can help to perform various tasks related to sensors (Sensors available in
the phone, capabilities of a sensor ….). Ios on his side
uses the CoreMotion framework [35] and windows phone
7 uses the reference of Sensors object (Microsoft.Devices.Sensors) [36].
2) GPS
Android provides a mechanism for accessing the sensors and the sensor data using the android.hardware package, except of GPS which is accessible via the Android
location services using the Location API [37].
To get the exact geolocation of the device, IOS relies on
the Core Location framework [38] and windows phone 7
uses the GeoCoordinateWatcher class of the reference of
the Location object [39].
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F. Discussion
Android, IOS and Windows Phone are the leader platforms in the mobile world. These three platforms don’t
work in the same way, they don’t use the same development languages and differ on several points, namely data
storage, communication between applications, access to
phone data … etc.
Table 5 is divided into two parts. The first, presents the
main correspondences between Android, IOS and Windows Phone 7 (WP7) whereas the second is dedicated to
the various criteria discussed in section III.
Android, IOS and WP7 are similar on several points. In
terms of basic structure, the three platforms have a configuration file, XML/XAML/XIB views with code behind,
Controls with their events, pages with their life cycle and
resources of all types.
To save, display or modify data permanently, without
connecting to the internet, the three mobile systems perform this task with a relational database. Android and IOS
use the same database, namely SQLite whereas WP7 uses
SQL CE. For other data storage means, each platform has
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its own storage system, figures 2, 3 and 5. Table 6 summarizes the various storage means.
TABLE V.
ANDROID, IOS AND WP7 CORRESPONDENCES

IV.

APPLICATION OF MDA APPROACH FOR MULTIPLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

After evaluating different approaches to cross-platform
mobile development that we have detailed in the Article
[2], following a multi-platform development approach
based on models is the future of applications. The MDA
approach responds well to our need, its key principle consists of the use of models in the various phases of the
application development cycle. Three levels of models
representing the levels of abstraction of the application,
the CIM (models requirement), the PIM (analysis and
design) and PSM (code). MDA believes that the analysis
and design models must be independent of any implementation platform, whether Java, .Net, Objectif-C, etc.
Elaborate models (PSM) following the analysis of the
features mentioned in section III of each platform is the
first step of the process of realization of the multi-platform
development framework. The main goal is to establish
from these models (PSM) a general meta model (PIM)
according to business logic independently of the implementation technology, it represents the second level of
abstraction defined by the MDA approach (figure 2).

TABLE VI.
DATA STORAGE OPTIONS

Figure 9. Meta-Model representation

Google's Android is the most widely used platform for
Smartphones and tablets in the mobile market, but, in
terms of security the researches comparing the degrees of
safety between platforms, have concluded that Ios is the
most secure platform [40]. Li and Clark explain in their
mobile security article that IOS and Android isolates each
application from accessing unauthorized data [41]. Some
platforms like Android, IOS and WP7 isolate an application of another and phone resources (personal contacts, the
user’s location, camera access, audio, Internet access …)
using the sandbox system. To access phone resources, the
sandbox system implements a permissions system that
forces users to grant permissions (permissions for Android, capabilities for Windows Phone 7 and prompts for
IOS) [42].
Another point where our three philosophies clash is
communication between applications. The three platforms
use interprocess communication (IPC) for communicating
multiple applications. Android offers a new mechanism
called binder, it has more functionality as sockets and can
perform RPC, thing that the Pipes mechanism doesn't
allow. IOS on his side provides a form of interprocess
communication (IPC) between applications using the
handlers protocol (URL Schemes) [43] while the Windows Phone 7 allows the use of all classic IPC mechanisms (Socket, Pipes …)
Access to phone features is among the criteria considered in this article. Android and IOS allow a direct access
to the phone native features (sending SMS, e-mails ...)
whereas WP7 doesn’t allow direct access but only through
Launchers and Choosers.
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The designed models represent the PSM model of the
MDA approach, they are made based on the UML language (Unified Modeling Language), as it is recommended by the MDA approach as the language to use to carry
out analysis and design models that are independent of
implementation platforms. Indeed, MDA isn’t definitively
connected with this language. If tomorrow a new language
appears to replace UML, it will be always possible to
transform UML models to this new language.
The MDA approach will allow us to automatically
generate source code from a UML model and this through
a model transformation, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 10. Model transformation

Four types of model-to-model transformations are proposed by the MDA approach:
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• PIM-to-PIM transformations: used for the refinement
of the analysis and design model.
• PIM-to-PSM transformations: are used to project a
PIM to the selected execution infrastructure.
• PSM-to-PSM transformations: relate to platform dependent model refinement.
• PSM-to-PIM transformations: abstract models of existing implementations into platform independent
models.
V.

VALIDATION

The main goal of this research is to transform PSM
models of Section III in a PIM model (abstract representation) by applying the PSM-to-PIM transformations.
Knowing that the models are an abstract entity which
doesn’t require computer representation to exist, MDA
using the models for the purpose of productivity, it is
however necessary they have concrete representations in
order to be handled by computer.
Two different ways are defined by MDA to represent
models by computer, in the form of textual documents or
programming objects. A representation in the form of
programming objects is more suited to computer manipulation (transformation, execution, validation, etc.), while
the representation as textual documents is more suited to
the storage of templates on hard disk or the exchange of
models between applications. This type of representation
is defined by the XMI standard (XML Metadata Interchange) which is a way to represent the models in the
form of XML documents. The principle of operation of
this latter is to automatically generate the structure of
representation formats of models from their meta-model.
To validate our approach and taking into consideration
our mastery of XMI standard, we chose the representation
in the form of textual documents. Applying XMI to UML
enables the automatic generation of a DTD that allows
represent UML models as XML documents. In other
words, to represent the model in the form of XML document, XMI generates its DTD from the meta-model of the
model. The XML document that defines the model is
structured by the DTD generated.
The figure below illustrates the transformation of a
model described in UML to an XML document from an
XMI definition.

sented by an interface, this latter provides all the methods
for manipulating the corresponding functionality.
VI.

In the context of achieving a cross-platform mobile development framework, an MDA based approach to multiplatform mobile application modeling has been proposed.
In this paper, we provide analysis and modeling of functionality of three different platforms, Android, IOS and
windows phone 7 to elaborate a framework allowing us to
develop applications on different mobile OS’s. The functionalities studied are: data storage, access to phone data,
communication between applications and access to phone
features. For each platform we perform a UML model that
will help us later in other research work to elaborate a
meta-model of cross-platform mobile development
framework.
In future works we will extend our comparison providing more details on each functionality without forgetting
to analyze other important functionality which is the software architecture.
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